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Abstract 

This paper describes (,:L- BURl DAN an implementf'd planner for problem domains in 
whicb tbe agent is uncertain about the initial world state and the effects of its own 
actions, but has sensors that allow it to improve its state of information. The system 
uses a probabilistir semantics to represent incomplete information, and provid('s for 
actions with informational as well as causal effects. The action representation allows an 
action's causal and information al effpcts to be freely mixed, and can I'f'pTPsent sensors 
whose informational content is noisy and state dependent. Information obtained at 
run time can be exploitpd by conditional and looping constructs in the plan language. 

This paper describ es the basic structure of the CL- B l' RI DA 'l representation and algo
rithm, and also provide an analysis of assumptions about tar!2;et problem domains that 
would makP thpm an (i.ppropriate (or inappropriate) choice fur using this technology to 
build a problf'm-solving agent. 

Keywords: Planning under uncprtainty, Decision theoretic planning, 
Planning and information, sensing. 
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1 Introduction 

(;L-Bl:RIDAN is a probkm-solving algorithm descended from the classical planning paradigm. 
The system starts with a problem definition based on STRIPS and earlier planners, including 
an emphasis on symbolic operators and a backchaining (goal-pursuit) algorithm. It also 
adopts SNLP's algorithmic commitment to searching a space of plans as opposed to a space 
of possible world states . 

The work on BURlDAN l?J restates the planning problem in probabilistic terms, which is 
further extended in C-BURlDAN [?, ?] to include information-gathering actions and condi 
tionals. The current CL-B U RIDAN system adds looping constructs to the plan language and 
also introduces the idea of "plan blocks" which farilitate generating condi1 ional and iterative 
plans and also aid in the process of assessing plan qU<llity. 

In this paper we describe the system's semantics, representation , and algorithm, paying 
particular attention to the concepts of incomplete information and information-gathering 
actions. 'We also describe the nt ·w concepts of block-structured plan s and iterat ion . We 
begin by making clear our basic representational and algorithmic commitments, pointing 
out what application domains are likdy to be appropriate for systems like t hi s. 

1.1 Problem definition 

In describing any system it is important at the outset to make clear the characteri stics 
of its target problem domain(s) and thus the fund<lmental assumptions that went into the 
system's design. This analysis is particularly important since terms like "planning," "incom
plete information," "sensing," anrl "information gathering" mean radically different things to 
different researchers , making it difficult or impossible to compare different sys tems without 
making clear their overall purpose and underlying assumptions. 

Here we describe the fundamental assumptions that comprise the CL-BCRlDAN system. 
A more comprehensive r.omparison of decision-theoretic planning systenls appears in [?]. In 
many cases we will refer to the model of Partially Observable Markov Decis ion processes 
(POMDP), which offf'rs a general framework for expressing decision problems. The reader 
is referred to [?] for an introduction. 

System state Like most AI planning algorithms (but unlike many current approaches based 
on th e \ /IDP model), CL-BURlDA;\' adopts a jartored or propositional representation for 
the state. There is no more or less expressive l>ower inh erent in this representation. 
since the factored state space is just a compact encoding of the undf'rly ing "fiat" 
state space. It does assume that tl1f' problem exhibits some structure, however, and 
furthermore that the structure is known to thf' designer. The factori zation makes that 
structure explicit, with the hope that it can be exploited by the planning algorithm. 

Action model Similarly, CL-BCRlDAN adopts a form of probabilistic state-space operators 

[?], whi ch extend classical STRIPS actions. C-BCRlDAN extends thi s representation 
furth er to include symbolic m essages that provide run-time information about the 
system's state. This model is formally equivalent to the POMDP action model, but 
once again it can make explicit the exact causal and informational effects of an action, 
as well as the action's preconditions and other important contextual information. 
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Uncertainty We adopt a probabilistic model of uncertainty and information, in cuntrast 
to many symbolic-planning approaches [?], [?], [?], [?]. The agent's current state of 
information is captur<~d in a probability distribution over system states. One impor
tant consequence of this representation is that the term "incomplete information" loses 
much of its force: in a probabilistic setting this can only mean that certain states or 
propositions are assigned probability a or probability 1, meaning that no amount of 
additional information can change the agent's mind. This is a fairly uncommon and 
uJ1[C'ali st ic state of affairs in real domains. Our system instead adopts the assump
tion that the agent will typically be uncertain about most asperts of the world; the 
important question is whether it is certain enough to commit to a particular course of 
action. 

Objective function In the most general case a problem solver secks to maximize the ex
pected value of an arbitrary function over possible histories of the system. Since the 
general problem- maximiziug an arbitrary function over full system trajectories- is too 
difficult computationally, a ll problem-solving algorithms adopt some restricted form of 
the objective function. CL-BURIDAN's objective function is a goal, which is a subset 
of the state space: all goal states are equi-preferable and are preferred to all non-goal 
states. 

One major impli cation of adopting a goal as a measure of preference is that the agent's 
behavior can best be described as "task oriented": the agent executes its plan or policy 
until it achieves the goal (or fails to do so) then terminates. This model cont rasts with 
the MDP model where the objertive function is typically defined to be the sum of cdl 
states in the trajectory (instead of just the end state as with a goal), and the agent seeks 
to maximize the function over some interval of time. These two models of evaluating 
behavior- and thus the algorithms that are likely to bE' effective in generating good 
performance- are quite diffE'rent. 

Success criterion Tbe problem solved by CL-BURIDAN is definC'd in tf'rms of a goal along 
with a SUCCI.-SS threshold: the algorithm generates a plan whose probability of succeeding 
exceeds the threshold. This is a form of satisficing behavior in that any plan that 
exceeds the threshold is assumed to be equi-preferahle to any other. This cr iterion 
contrasts with the optimization problem solved, e.g., by most MDP algorithms: find 
the policy that maximizes the expected value of objective function over some interval 
of time.) 

To summarize this discussion, we should reiterate t hat evaluating an algorithm or com
paring two approaches to problem solving must begin with a carefu l evaluation of its under
lying assumptions. CL -Bl'RIDA\f's important assumptions derive froT!! its classica.l-planning 
ol'lgms: 

1. The agent mLlst take action to get information; no information is provided alltomati
cally. 

1 We should note that the optimization problem for CL-BURIDAN - finding the p lan with maxImum success 
probability- can be pathological, requiring solution plans of infinite length as count less repetitions of an 
unreliable action are added to thr plan in order to incrra.se its success probability. 
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2. The agent is provided with a goal state and acts to achieve that state, at which point 
it awaits a new task. 

3. The agent generally has more than onp. way to accomplish a goal. 

4. Goals are generally conjunctive (or more generally boolean combinations of proposi
tions), and the problem-solver's effort is directed toward developing solution plans for 
each sub-goal and noticing and resolving interactions (conflicts and synergies) among 
the sub-solutions. 

5. Any plan that achieves the goal (with sufficient probability) is equivalent to any other. 

W(' note that these assumptions arf' somewhat at odds with other vf'rsions of thf' "plan
ning problem ," notably work on planning for robot navigation, in which goal interactions 
are generally noL very significant and in which thf're generally are not qualitatively different 
options for achip.ving a goal. Our ass umptions also differ from the common YIDP model, 
which typically assumes complete and automatic access to the system's state at run time 
(thus incomplf'te information is not an issue), and involve maximizi ng a time-sf'parahlf' value 
function over a fixf'd or infinite time horizon. 

2 C-BURIDAN Overview 

(,-BURIDA;\! solves thf' following problem: given as input a probability di stribution over initial 
world states s, a goal expn"ssion g (a conjunction of state-space proposi tions), a set of actions, 
and a probability threshold T, generate a plan P with the property that the probability that 
g is true after executing P is at least T. 

We will demonstrate C-Bt; RIOAN's operation using a short example adap ted from [?J. 
Our agent processes parts in a factory, and its goal is to process <l part (make proposition 
PR true). The correct way to proce:;s a part depends on whether the part is flawed (FL). 
If the part is flawed, it should be discard('cl. If the part is not flawed ( FL), it should be 
shipped, whi ch requires pack ing materials (PM). Shipping and discarding both make the 
part unavailable (AV), so it is futile to try to both ship and discard it. There is a 25% chance 
that a given part will bf' flawed. 

:\ sensor is available to detennine whether or not FL is true, but it is not a perfect sensor. 
For one thing, the sr.nsor must be turned on (ON), otherwise it generates no useful report. 
If it is on, the sensor generates a report of YES if it thinks FL is true , and a report of N O if 
it thinks FL is false. Thf' correspondf'nce between FL and the report depends on whether or 
not the sensor is clean (CL): if so. the report almost always re]Jresents FL 's state accuratrly. 
If not, the sensor often mis-reports. There is a 9U % chance: that CL is true initially. 

2.1 Actions 

This problem can be represented by the set of actions shown in Figure 1. Just as in the 
STRIPS representation, each is a mapping from prpconditions to f'ff'ecLs, but in this repre
sentation an actiun can have one of a number of Illlltually exclusive and e:xhaustive out(·omes. 
Each leaf of the tree for an action rE'pre:sents one possible outcome: its precondition is the 
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conjunrtion of the prvpositions on the path to the leaf, and its effects (adds and deletes) is 
t 11f' list of proposi tions i 11 the box at the leaf. The numeric parametf'fS on some arcs (e.g. 
sense and turn-on) are probabilistic "noise" terms: turn-on is a noisy effector that makes ON 
true 99 % of the time; sense is a lso noisy, but the probabilities depend on the state of thf' 
propositions ON , Cl, and Fl . Thp. goal action is a "dummy" artion which StOfP.S the planning 
problem's goal expression. It is not executed by the' agent . 

Reject Goal 

~ '~ 
h AV 

PR. AV 

Sense 

CL 

FL IT FL 
Uff 

No No Y(' s Yes No No Yes 

Figure 1: Sample C-BURIDAN actions 

The sense action both makes changes to the' world and provides information about the 
world state. Its effect consists of turning itself off, and the informat ion is conveyed by one of 
three messages- YES, NO, or OFF- that it will generate when it is executed. A message is 
associated with each act ion outcome, and gives the agent informat ion about which outcome 
actually occurred at execution time. If the agent eXe'cutes sense and receives t he m essage 
OFF, for example, it knows that the rightmos t outcome occurred and as a result knows (for 
sure) that. ON was fal se at the time sense was executed. The case with messages YES and .VO 
is less clear, however, because fuur outcomes could have generated either one . Suppose that 
t he agent is cert a in that ON and Cl were both true' when it exec ute'd sense, and it receive'S a 
message of YES. In that case it is fairl y cprtain that Fl is true, sin ce only with probability 
.03 would t he sensor report YES if Fl werp fal sp. So sense provides very good informat ion 
about Fl if it is executed when ON and Cl a re both tnlP, less good informat ion if ON is true 
but Cl is false, and no information abu ut Fl is ON is fa lse. See [?] for a precise account of 
th E' semanti cs of sensing actions . 

The posterior probabi lity of Fl given a message of YES is computed using Bayes rule. 
Suppose the prior probability for Fl is P[Fl I Cll = P[Fll = / and Cl is certainly true . Thpl1 

P[Fl I YES1 = P[Fl I YES, Cll = 
P [ YES I Fl, CllP[Fl I Cll 

P[ YES I FL, CllP [Fl I Cll + P[ YES I Fl, Cl]P[Fl I Cll 

(.99)/ 

(.99)/ + .03(1 - f) 

For the example 's prior of 0.25, for example, the posteri or is .92, so sense is a good sensor 
of Fl providpd that ON and Cl are both true. (If Cl is fals e the posterior is only 0.47, and 
if ON is fals e the posterior is 0.25 the same as t he prior, so sensein g with a sensor that is off 
provides no information about Fl. ) 
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It is worth summarizing t he basic features of our action representation: 

• Incomplete information is captured as a probability distribution over world states 
(t.hough in our implementation the state is represented compactly using a set of propo
sitions). Thus there is no difference between "uncertainty" and "incomplde informa
tion." 

• ,\ctions are probab ili sti c mappings from states to states (though once again the tran
sition matrix is not stored explicitly ) . 

• An action can change the agent's state of information in two ways, t hrough the changes 
it makes to the world, and through the "messages" or "observations" it generates at 
eXecutIOn time. 

• T he observations provide information abo ut the execution-time world only indirectly: 
the agent reasons backward to determine what world state(s) could have generated 
that observation, and updates its state of belief accordingly using Bayes rule. 

• There is no rcstrirtion on the outcomes an action can have; in parti cul ar actions are 
not partitioned into "sensors" and "effectors." 

• Both causal and obsETvational effects of an action can be arbitrarily stilte dependent 
anrl noi sy. 

2.2 Conditional plans 

Figure 2 shows a conditional plan built from these steps: it consists of turning on the sensor 
then sensing, then if the sensor r('ports YES, executing reject, or if the sensor reports NO, 
then executing ship. The get-pm step will be executed unconditionally, any time before 
ship . Steps are executed rondi1 ionally on the basis of sensor reports, which corres}Jond to a 
particula.r state of bdief in the state of the action's preconditions: reject will be executed if 
a report of YES is received berausE' P[FL I YESj is high. 

The arcs in the diagram correspond to the three different kinds of links generated during 
the planning process. These links record dependency information about the steps in the 
plan. 

The' first is a causal link, fo r e'xampk the' one connecting connecting the single outcome 
of get-pm that makes PM true to the precondition of ship requiring it to be true. These links 
record a probabi li stic dependency in the plan: PM i~ probably tnif' (in this case certainly 
true) when ship is executed because get-pm makes it so . AV is true when reject is executed 
because it was initially true and nobody changed it. These' links are identi cal to causal links 
in deterministic planners, except that multipk links can point to thE' same precondition (e .g. 
to P R). 

The second link type, shown as dotted lines , represent thTfcat:i , just as in determini st ic 
planners. Notice that links from the initial state to ship and to reject both require that AV 
be truE', but both ship and reject make AV false, thus thrf'ateni ng the links asserting AV. 

The final links are t he vvide conditioning links from sense to ship and from sense to reject. 
These links indi cate that ship should be executed only when sense generates a message of 
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Get·pm 

-- Causal link 
- - - - - - . Threat 

- Conditioning link 

Turn-on 

Figure 2: A conditional plan 

.rVO, and that reject should be exer,uted only when sense generates a message of YES. Since 
any execution will generate only on~ of these messages, the' threat between ship and reject is 
efff'ct iw~ly resolved : reject will be exeruted only if the NO mf'ssage is received, but in that 
case ship will not be executed, and therefore its links are unimportant. 

We will not present the C-Bl'RI DAN algorithm in detail, noting only that its plan con
struction algorithm is quite similar to other plan-space rausal-link planners. The planner 
begins with the initial plan consisting of just the initial and goal steps and a list of activl.
s1lbgoals initialed to the propositions in the goal expression (the preconditions of goal's single 
outcome). The planner then enters an assess/refine loop. The planner assesses the current 
plan's probability of success, and if it is below the input threshold T, the plan is nondder
ministically r efined. Refinements can be linking from an f'xisting step or creating a new step 
to increase the probability of some active subgoal, or resolving a threat by adding ordering 
constraints or using conditioning. Condil ioning is achif'ved hy partitioning the messages of 
a sensing action and using conditioning links to in sure that the threatening step and the 
threate'ned step are not both executed. 

3 Plan Blocks, Conditionals, and Loops 

In the remainder of the paper we will briefly describe two pieces of ongoing and related work. 
The first introduces the idea of hierarchically nested "b locks" into the plan representation. 
Roughly speaking, the plan is partitioned into blocks (each a partially ordered sequence 
of actions), each of which serves a particular purpose in the plan, and which art~ mainly 
causally independent (in a sense we will describe below). Doing so improve's performance 
in a number of ways. First it aids in the aSSEssment process. Currently, each cycle of the 
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plann~r generates a new refinement to a partial plan, and its success probability must be 
computed from scratch. Intuitively most of this computational effort is unnecessary, sincE' 
each new refinement changes only one small part of the plan- we should be able to cache 
assessment information and reuse that information for those parts of the plan that do not 
change. The fact that blocks record the causa.} structure of the plan means that assessm~nt 
information for each block can be cached there, and the cache is invalidated only if the 
block itself is refined. Plan blocks also proyide a natural implementation for conditionals 
and loops, as we will sec bdow. 

Loops, unlikf' blocks , actually enhance the expressive power of the plan language. iter
ation is necessary for completf'nf'ss- one can easily construct problems for which there is a 
solution plan that C-BURIDAN cannot generate, because there can be no a priori bound on 
t he number of steps in the plan. Our iteration comtruct allows CL- B U RlDAN to generate 
plans like "continue to pound thE' nail until at least two of your sensors t~ll you it is flush 
with the surface." This plan has boundf'd length (as measured by thf' number of steps in 
the plan itself) , but we can provide no bound on the number of iterations that will actually 
occur when the plan is actually executed. 

3.1 Plan blocks 

We begin the discussion of plan blocks with an illustration: Figure 3 shows the plan from 
Figure 2 organized into a nested structure of blocks: the plan itself is a block B1 containing 
various "causally local" sub-blocks: B5 and B8 produce PR, and B2 provides information 
about FL. Each of these blocks can also contain sub-blocks: in B2 there: is a block B3 to 
make ON true, then a block B4 that actually doE'S the sensing. 

FLv FL 

CL 

Rc,jcxt PR 

AV B8 

BI 

Figure 3: A block-structured plan 

,\ block contains either a. si ngle step (e.g·B3), or a partially ordered set of blocks (e.g"B1 
or B2) . In either case a block represents a mapping from an wtry condition (a boolean 
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combination of propositions) to an txit condition (a list of propositions that acts as an 

effects list). The entry condition is shown at the left of the block, thE' exit condition is shown 
at the right. The block represents a commitment to leave the world in a state in which its exit 
condition is true, provided it is executed in a state in whi ch its entry condition is true. Of 
course since sensors and effectors ar~ not always perfect, the relationship between a block's 
entry condition and exit condition will generally be probabilistic: we will be computing 
the efficacy of the block, which can bf' expressed as P[exit(B) I entry(B)]. The plan's success 
will be assessed as P[exit(Bl) I entry(Bl)] P[entry(Bl)], wlwre P[entry(Bl)] can be computed 
dnectly by examining the probability distribution over initial states. 

The "causal locality" enforced by this structure stems from restrictions placed on links: 
links from any step outside a bluck to any step inside a block must come through the block's 
entry condition. For example, if ON needs to be true for the sense action in B4, then the link 
must either come from another step in B2 or from B2's entry condition. One consequence 
of this structure is that the interleaving of steps in the plan is restricted: although steps or 
sub-blocks within any block can be unordered with respect to each other, and although allY 
two blocks in the same immediate containing block can be unordered with respect to each 
other, all t he steps in a single block must be executed either before or after all the steps in 
every other disjoint block. 

The details of producing block-structured plans do not differ significantly from the 
C-B U RIDAN plan refinement operators. We defer the details to a longf'r paper. pointing 
ou t here only that 

• Initializing the plal1llf'r cunsists of building a single block with thf' goal as the f'xit 
condition and no entry conditions- we initially hope to build a plan that will work 
regardless of the ini t ial world state 

• CausaJ links can additionally connect a proposition in a block's exi t condition to an 
exis t ing subgoal. Links cannot cross block boundaries, however. 

• .'\n additional refinf'ment operation involve:; moving a subgoal to the entry condition 
of the containing block. This is a generalization of the SNLP refinement that assumes 
that a subgoal will be true initially. 

• Blocks can threaten each other, and the threats can be resolved by ordering or by 
conditioning (assigning disjoint execution contexts). Threats between blocks cannot 
be resolved by confrontat.ion, however. 

3.2 Blocks, assessment, and Caching 

VVe have found two computational j)('nefits of imposing this additional structure on plans: 
ease in caching assessment results and ease in implementing and building plans with loops. 

Plan assessment Computation directed toward determining the probability that t he plan 
will succeed can be performed in a "divide and conquer" manner, with the probability 
for each block computed in terms only of the blocks it contains. More important, assess
ment information abuut the block can be cached, and remains valid unless the structure of 
that block changes. Put another way, assessmf'nt is process of computing the probability 
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t hat block B will achieve its exit condition, P[B] = P[exit(B) I entry(B)]P[entry(B)], where 
P[exit(B1) I entry(B1)] depends only on the structure of B itself and does not change as other 
parts of the plan are refined. The value of P[exit(B1) I entry(B1)] can therefore be stored with 
B1 itself, and assessment is just a matter of combining the assessment values of blocks at 
the same level of nesting. The cache for a block is invalidated only when the structure of 
that block is refined, so only a Vf~ry small part of the plan's assessment probability need bE' 
computed at each refinement cycle. This addresses a serious computational problrm with 
B\.jRlDAN and C-BVRlDAN in that the expensive assessment computation had to be performed 
anew every time any part of the plan was changed. 

3.3 Loops 

We should be clear at the outset what we mean by a loop, becausp the term has different 
meanings. What we don't mean is iterating over a collection of objects (e.g. turn off every 
light in thE' house). CL-BL"RlDA~ is a propositional plannC'f, thus has no E'asy way of reasoning 
about co ll ect ions in the first pl ace. 2 We implement DO-WHILE or DO-UNTIL loops, which take 
the form "repeat S until it is bdi( ved that P is true" where S is some sequence of actions. 
It is important to note that loop termination is based on a state of belie] rather than the 
actual truth value of P. Ultimately the agC'nt can ad only on i\,s states of bdief, and its 
state of belief in any proposition P must be computed from t hE' execution-time messa~es it 
has received. A better characterization of a loop would then be "repeat S until you receive 
messages /1,111 , M2 , ... , M" from your sensors," where receiving those messages induces a 
state of belief in which P is sufficiently likely to be true . 

Loops are desirable for formal as well as computational reasons. 'Without loops, (>BURlDAN 

is formally incomplete: there are planning problems it cannot solve because there is no a 
priori bound on the number of steps in a solution plan. Consider the following simple ex
ample: there is a machine that (w ith probability 1) makes a part, but only if the machinE' is 
turned ON. The action which turns thE' machine ON sometimes fails , but a sensin,e; action is 
available which perfectl y reports on whethel' or not the machine is ON. The planner's task 
is to make a part. 

Given any probability threshold T < l.0, C;-ReR]f)A~ can construct a sol uti un plan by 
inserting some fixed and bounded number of turn-on actions. But if T = 1.0, there is no 
solution plan of fixed and bounded length, even if a perfect sensor is available. On the 
other hand, the loopin,e; plan "repeatedly execute turn-on then sense-on, termin a ting when 
the sensor reports OU , then use the machine to make the part" works with probability 1: 
when the loop terminates the machine is certainly ON , thereforE' thC' machine will certainly 
work. We cannot predict ahead of times how many iterat ions will actually be required to 
complete the task, however. 

The fact that C-BURJD.\~ cannot represent iterated action seqnences is also unfortunate 
computa.tionally because it can lea.d to plans with many steps: if thC' turn-on operator is 
unreliable, it may have to be attempted many times, and each instance must expl icitly be in 
the plan. SincE' the tim e required for both plan refinement and assessment grows with the 
number of steps in the plan, performance degrades . 

2We intend to extend CL-BURIDAN 's action representation to include ucpop's repertoirE' of quantifiprs , 
however , at which point we can consider implementing Iterat ions over coiled ions 
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Our method for structuring plans into nested blocks provides a natural representation 
for represent ing looping constructs as well. A loop is represcnted as a single blo"k that is 
marked as "iterated," and in addition we specify a "termination criterion" that determines 
what messages from sensing adions in the blork should cause an exit from the loop hloclc 
The meaning of the blork's entry and exit con ditions remain the same: th e former is what 
the loop requires before execution starts, and the' latter is the world state guarantecd by 
the loop when it terminates. Figure 4 shows how the loop in th e example above would be 
represented. The fact that it is a loop is transparent to the rest of the plan- it participates 
in the plan's causal link structure just likf' any other pl an blork. 

Iterate 1.00 

0.25 

Turn-on 

ONVO o 

ON v ON Sense-on v 
No 1\ ON 

Figure!: .\n iterat ive block. Each component block is annotated with its success probability. 

The process of plan refinement does not change significantly with the addition of loop 
blocks: when supporting an active subgoa I G the plannf'r has the additional uption uf adding 
a looping block to the plan that has G as its exit c:onditiun, and threats are resolV('d in 
exactly the same way whether or not the threated or threateni ng block is a loop. 

The assessment problem for looping blocks is more complicated , however. Th e main 
technical problem is df'termining what sequence of messages from the sensing actions in the 
loop will guarantee that the loop's exit condition is true with a particular probability. 

The answer to this question will depend on the charackristics of the sensor of course. 
In certain cases like the example, a single' messagf' sufficE'S: a single rf'port of YES from 
the perfect sensor guarantees that the exit condition ON is true with probability 1. In 
the case of a Sf'nsor with state-independent noise, the termination condition is based on 
tlw ratio of jJositi ve messages to negative messages. The general problem- particularly 
situations in which the behavior of the sensor changes while the loop is being executed- is 
more' complicated. At worst we have to reason about th e entire history of messages generated 
by all sensing actions during eXf'cution of tl1f' loop. We arf' currently developing a taxonomy 
of sensor types and the corresponding termination criteria they imply. 
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4 Summary and Conclusion 

Proposing a theory of planning under uncertainty3 requires addrf'ssing three question s: se
mantics , pragmatics , and applicability. 

In semantics it must be made clear how uncertainty is representf'd , how state and actions 
interact, how information is exploited in the plan, what. the definition of the planning problem 
is, and so on. Section 1 does this, and in fact all these definitions are a fairly standard mix 
of a.ssumptions from Bayesian decision theory (actions, s~nsing and information, updating) 
imel classical planning (symbolic state, STRIPS operators, goals). 

Pragmatics asks the question of whether a heuristically effective algorithm can be built 
from the sf'mantics. 'vVe have at least taken the first steps toward an effective algorithm, 
building on existing planning algorithms, and augmenting the plan representation with block 
st ructures. 'vVe are currf'ntly working on domain-independent and domain-dependent stratf'
gies for search control, especially those dictating when to sen Sf' and what sensor(s) to select. 

Applicability is perhaps the most vexing question for us all: what sort of agent, or what 
sorts of problems. is this algurithm actually good for? The CL-BU RIDAN model - which 
takes a f(lidy abstract and high-level view of thf' decision problem- is most immedi(lteiy 
applicable to high-level deci sion domains like medical diagnosis and treatment, where the 
low-level actions (physically administering tests and treatments) can be assigned to a human 
agent. Medicine is an especially good target domain because actions tend to both change 
the patient's state and provide informat ion about that state, and interactions among tests 
an d treatments must be resolved in the planning process. (For example, the planner must 
be able to reason that administering a particular drug will tend to relieve a symptom, but 
will also hias the result of a s1lbsequent blood test. C-BURIDAN's action [f'presenta tion is 
well sui ted to reasoni ng about t his sort of si t uat ion.) 

It is less clear what role CL-BURIDAl\ (or any high-level plannf'r) will play in the bf'hav
ior of integrated autonomous agents (i.e. robots). So far physical robots have been solving 
fairly uncomplicated problems, at least from the classical-planning point of view: naviga
tion, delivering objects, and so on. The strengths of classical planning- managing multiple 
conflicting subgoals, looking ahead to avoid "painting the agent into a corner," deciding 
among different methods to achieve the same goal- are not exploited in these applications. 
Presumably we will want to integrate these two lines of work at some point, and doing so will 
firs t require integration at the semantic anel algorithmic levels. Is our symbolic rep resenta
tion and operators, the our probabilistic model of state and information, our mod~1 of plans 
as action sequences with conditionals and loops, compatible with the more control-oriented 
reprf'sentations and algorithms common to current robotics applications or even to MDP
based problem solvers? Whilf' the field sef'ms to be convf'rging toward a common semantics 
for lll1certainty and information, it remains to be seen whether any particular problem def
inition, representation, or algorithm is broad enough to span the wide range of potential 
problem domains, and if not, how these disparate pieces of resparch should be reconciled. 

3 V\fe are using "uncertainty and "in complete information" interchangf'ably here. 
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